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ABSTRACT
Bulk shipping is now a globalized industry, with market
prices entirely dependent on the world’s economic climate.
For the bulk shipping market, the steel price index is a crucial
standard of reference. In a global industry, the ability to understand the international relationship between changes in information and their effects on economics can help to reduce losses
caused by the uncertainty of risk. Because the types of ships
and contracts used in bulk shipping are wide-ranging, market
participants tend to have difficulty in determining market price
changes and trends, and are therefore forced to face greater
market uncertainty and volatility. Because steel price is one of
the leading indicators used in the bulk shipping market, a clear
understanding of steel price index fluctuations can help to reduce the risks associated with bulk shipping. This study uses
the vector autoregressive moving-average model as the principle method of analysis to determine how three major economic variables representative of Asian Steel Price Index (ASI),
European Steel Price Index (ESI), and North American Steel
Price Index (NASI) might influence one another. The results
are as follows: (1) ASI is affected by its own positive changes
as well as those of NASI, whereas the ESI is only affected by
its own moving average. (2) The ASI and NASI are considered
as leading indicators. This study aims to provide bulk shipping
participants with additional ideas to determine the ideal time
to enter the market.

I. INTRODUCTION
As a raw material, steel plays a pivotal role in the world
economy, with the steel price index reflecting market prices
on the basis of supply and demand. The index is one of the
leading indicators used in the bulk shipping industry (Chou
and Lin, 2010). The iron price index (IPI) commonly used in
Paper submitted 10/21/15; revised 03/08/16; accepted 05/04/16. Author for
correspondence: Ming-Tao Chou (e-mail: mtchou@gmail.com).
Department of Aviation and Maritime Management, Chang Jung Christian
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the bulk shipping industry is the world IPI, which is part of the
balanced index category associated with global steel transactions. The Global Steel Price Index is divided based on region
into three types: Asian Steel Price Index (ASI), European Steel
Price Index (ESI), and North American Steel Price Index
(NASI). Together, these three indices form the Global Steel
Price Index. In the global shipping market, the steel price
index mainly affects international bulk shipping market prices
because cargo ships are mostly irregular bulk ships. Thus, steel
price index fluctuations have a direct influence on bareboat voyage charter and time charter leases for bulk shipping (UNCTAD,
2009-2015). The bulk shipping market is almost perfectly competitive, where the price of supply and demand is often closely
linked to the world economy (Kavussanos, 1996), and where
the steel price index is also closely associated with the shipping market. Therefore, regardless of their professions as an
operator or a manager in the maritime industry, those who can
understand the relative relationships among various factors
affecting the maritime market can help to reduce risks and increase profitability. As such, the ability to successfully predict
future trends in this business can substantially help to avert
risk (Cullinane, 1995; Hsieh et al., 2013; Nicolás, 2015). For
bulk shipping operators, a thorough understanding of cyclic
variations in the steel price index can help to improve the
quality of dynamic bulk shipping market information, which
can effectively reduce the risks managed by the company.
According to the Barry Rogliano Salles (Barry Rogliano
Salles, 2009) and the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) reports, because of the gradual recovery of the world economy since 2003, along with the demand created by the Olympic Games hosted by China and the
2010 Shanghai World Expo, there has been an urgent demand
from China for raw materials, which has indirectly strengthened international shipping needs (Chou and Lin, 2010; Chou
and Huang, 2010; Chou et al., 2012). Currently, in terms of
the total iron ore import in Asia, China’s total import accounts
for more than half (UNCTAD, 2009-2015). However, regular
shipping and bulk shipping have not been able to provide
enough ships in a timely manner for the transport of materials,
thus leading to a massive increase in international shipping
costs. The 2008 BRS report showed that by the end of June 2006,
the unwillingness of Australian and Brazilian ore exporters to
accept ships that were more than 25 years old, coupled with
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BHP’s (BHP is a mining company) one-month ore export port
renovation, had resulted in the substantial tightening of the
transport capacity of Capesize vessels. This further led to the
rapid rise of the Baltic Capesize Index (BCI), the effects of
which affected the Baltic Dry Index (BDI), which also showed
the phenomenon of a rapid rise. At the time, regardless of the
purpose of their use, be it a time charter or a voyage charter,
leases were all increasing in cost, with the daily time charter
rental cost of Capesize vessels reaching the sky-high price of
USD 1,762 (UNCTAD, 2009). Even 2015, the time charter
rate of Capesize reaches its historical lowest level, its daily
rent rate remains hold at the level of US $6,000. With the
increase in leasing costs, bulk shipping professional managers
began to use derivative financial instruments as hedging tools.
Hedging instruments traditionally used in bulk shipping as a
reference for hedging standards include the steel price index
and the BDI (Chou and Lin, 2010; Chou and Huang, 2010;
Chou et al., 2012; Chou et al., 2015), which are considered
as the most crucial reference indices by the bulk shipping
industry. The BDI can show the current rental situation in the
bulk shipping market, whereas the steel price index is the main
index for bulk raw materials. They are crucial indicators that
reflect the economic climate, with the steel price index showing
the bulk market situation ahead of the BDI by approximately
six months (Chou and Lin, 2010). This allows an understanding
of the importance of the steel price index to the bulk shipping
industry.
As the 2008-2009 financial crisis swept across the world
(Allen and Snyder, 2009; Keys et al., 2010), the bulk shipping
industry clearly did not escape its effects. To increase the understanding of bulk market risks, the steel price index, as opposed to the BDI, has been set as the leading indicator (Chou
and Huang, 2010; Chou and Lin, 2010; Chou et al., 2012;
Chou et al., 2015). This study analyzes steel price index dynamics to obtain data that would be useful to bulk shipping
industry operators and managers. This study uses the ASI, ESI,
and NASI as the main cost variables, with each index series adjusted based on steadiness. It also uses the vector autoregressive
moving-average (VARMA) model to verify the leading and
lagging periods within Series ASI, ESI, and NASI, so that the
direct leading and lagging rules applied to the steel price series
from these three areas, as well as their dynamic relationships,
can be understood.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The BDI was relatively stable from June 2000 to 2002,
fluctuating slightly by approximately 2,000 points (The Baltic
Exchange, 2015). According to the study by Ekawan et al. (2006),
steel production since 1950 has gradually relocated from Europe
and America to Asia. With China being the major importing
country, the average annual growth rate during 1998-2007 was
5% (The Baltic Exchange, 2015; UNCTAD, 2009-2015). In
terms of iron ore, Brazil and Australia are the major exporting
countries, whereas Asia is the main importing area, especially

with China as a crucial importing country in this region (Chou
and Huang, 2010; Chou and Lin, 2010; Chou et al., 2012; Chou
et al., 2015; The Baltic Exchange, 2015). The main reason for
this is the short travel distance between Australia and China.
According to statistics from BRS (2009), from 2000 to 2002,
Brazil Tubarao set its ore freight rate to the Far East at USD
3-9 per ton, whereas the 2008 cost per ton from Australia to
China was USD 45; from Brazil to China, the cost was USD
107. With regard to location and the average cost, China preferred to import iron ore from Australia (UNCTAD, 2009-2015).
Since 2003, among all shipping-related industries, bulk shipping has undergone the most substantial changes in shipping
costs. By the end of June 2006, the refusal of Australian and
Brazilian ore exporters to accept ships that were more than 25
years old and waiting to be phased out, coupled with BHP’s
one-month ore export port renovation, had resulted in the tightening of the transport capacity of Capesize vessels (BRS, 2009).
By 2007, the BDI had reached its peak of 11,000 points.
During the first quarter of 2007, signs of thievery of raw materials began to appear. At present, Capesize vessels are used as
the primary iron ore transport equipment (Alizadeh and Nomikos,
2002). As a result of rapid global economic development, increasing raw material prices, inflation, the strong demand for
shipping capacity, and the demand for other factors, the global
iron ore price negotiation of 2007 entered its most critical final
period. The international steel price index also reached its
historically highest value of 282 in the third quarter of 2008.
Subsequently, the financial crisis swept across the world,
resulting in the plunge of the international steel price index in
the fourth quarter of 2008 by 31.8% to 192.8; the index remained at approximately 220 in 2012. The international steel
price index is one of the reference indices used by shipping and
mining companies (Chou et al., 2015). As the transparency of
information increases, relevant capital investments will be attracted to this market, thus leading to the increasing transparency of the international steel price index.
In 2002, the origins of a turnaround in the shipping industry
became perceptible following the increase in demand for coal
and iron due to the growth of China and other emerging
countries. Astier (2001) asserted that because of the urgent demand for raw material imports, mainly iron ore and coal, from
developing countries as a result of economic development, the
international steel price index from 2002 to the third quarter of
2008 increased by as much as 300%. Currently, China is Asia’s
largest importing country, accounting for approximately 444
million tons in 2008, which was an increase of 61 million tons
from that in 2007 (UNCTAD, 2009-2015). Brazil and Australia are the two major iron ore exporters. Clarkson Research
Studies (2008) mentioned that China accounts for more than
half of the global coal imports. Because the transport time
between Australia and China is short, China is currently more
likely to import iron ore from Australia (UNCTAD, 2009-2015).
Capesize-type ships are major transport vessels used to carry
iron ore and coal. Table 1 shows that the current tonnage for
the three shipping routes is 150,000 MT, all denominated in
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Table 1. Forward freight agreement trading pattern.
Route
C4
C7

Ship type
Capesize
Capesize

Actual trade route
Richard Bay/Rotterdam
Bolivar/Rotterdam
Combination route (C8: Gibraltar/Hamburg trans atlantic round voyage,
BCI 4TC Capesize C9: Continent/Mediterranean trip China-Japan, C10: China-Japan trans
pacific round voyage, C11: China-Brazil round voyage )
Source: The Baltic Exchange (2015).

Tonnage
150,000 MT
150,000 MT

Trading unit
1,000 MT
1,000 MT

180,000 MT

In-days

US dollars. Because shipping routes other than BCI 4TC, which
uses in-days, use 1,000 MT as the trading unit, the ASI increased, reaching its highest historical point in 2008.
In terms of futures and forward prices, Kavussanos and
Nomikos (1999) believed in the relatively stronger predictive
power of futures price. Therefore, this study considers the
international steel price index as a major index. In terms of
risk, the cost of additional expenses for short-term market
investors is comparably low; however, in the long term, because error in forecast will increase, an increase in risk will
follow (Alizadeh and Nomikos, 2003). Different types of ships
can have different characteristics associated with the changes
in risk and time. At present, ships that carry steel are mostly of
the Capesize type, and the six-month lead of the steel price
index ahead of the BDI allows bulk market conditions to be
shown first (Chou and Huang, 2010; Chou and Lin, 2010;
Chou et al., 2012; Chou et al., 2015). Therefore, in terms of the
business of running an international bulk shipping company,
the steel price index can be regarded as the main reference
index. Through in-depth analysis, this study obtains results that
not only theoretically verify the dynamic economic aspects of
the steel price index but also provide practical assistance to
bulk shipping companies in practical decision-making.

terms of their historical data and forecasting ability. However,
with regard to the IPI, its movement trends may vary according to social and economic situations. Furthermore, because
this study examines the relationships among the IPI sub-indices
for the various IPI regions, it would not be appropriate to use a
traditional autoregressive integrated moving-average model
because such a model cannot identify the relationships among
the variables (Kavussanos and Visvikis, 2006). In other words,
changes in the IPI reflect a type of dynamically volatile index.
We must thoroughly study its characteristics to achieve useful
forecasts. The VARMA model can effectively construct dynamic
relationships among the variables and improve forecasting accuracy (Hamilton, 1994). Prior to building a VARMA model,
we must conduct a unit root test on the ASI, ESI, and NASI to
determine their status. Otherwise, we would only be able to
examine whether co-integration exists among these sub-indices.
We extract k series from equal time such as IPIA, IPIE, and
IPINA, as follows:

III. METHODOLOGY

IPI t  [ IPI1t ,  , IPI kt ]'

It has been more than 20 years since univariate time series
models and multivariate time series models have been employed as research methods. Hansen and West (2002) regarded
multivariate time series models as a crucial method of macroeconomic time series research in the past 25 years. Multivariate time series demonstrate both the function of describing
changes in macroeconomic time series as well as the structural
causality within a macroeconomic time series (Stock and Watson, 2001). These two functions are also the main reasons why
this macroeconomic model has been used often. When conducting research analysis, it may be necessary to consider not
only the influence of each individual variable but also the influence of multiple variables, including the causality relationships among them. Causality includes the leading or lagging
relationships of variables; as a result, the majority of studies
on causality have chosen to use the VARMA model (Chou and
Huang, 2010; Chou and Lin, 2010; Chou, 2011; Chou et al.,
2015). However, the time series studies conducted with regard
to the shipping industry have only focused on single indices in

IPI1t  , IPI kt  , t  0,  1,  2, 
Alternatively, this can be demonstrated using vectors:

Subsequently, we call this k series as a time series with a k
degree of vector.
Generally, a univariate IPI is assumed to be IPIt, which has
an ARMA(p, q) model (Tiao and Tsay, 1983) with a stochastic
difference equation as follows:

 p ( B) IPI t  C   q ( B)at
In the above equation, B is a backward shift operator.
1 , 2 ,  ,  p is called an autoregression parameter.

1 , 2 ,  ,  q is called a moving average parameter.
C is the constant.
The VARMA model of the IPI can be rewritten using a
matrix, as follows:


 ( B) IPI t   ( B)at
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where B is the matrix polynomial of the latter operation, 
and  are a k by k matrix, C is k by a one constant value
vector, and at is a series of independent normal distributed
stochastic volatility vectors with zero as the average value. Its
covariance matrix is , and its constant vector is C , which can
be demonstrated as constant C as follows:

C  ( I  1  2    p ) 
Conducting a unit root rest requires us to assume that the
roots of the polynomial determinants  ( B ) and  ( B) are
outside of the unit circle. If the roots of  ( B) are outside the
.

unit circle, then IPI t is stable. On the contrary, if the roots of
.

 ( B) are outside the unit circle, then IPI t is reversible.
For the IPI sub-index that is nonstationary, assuming this
is because its average value is not constant, we must convert
the series into a stationary one by applying a finite difference
method. By contrast, if the reason that it is nonstationary is
because its covariance is not constant, then we can adopt a method of transition function. Generally, by extracting the natural
logarithm of a data series, we can convert its covariance into a
constant. In this study, we calculate the logarithm of the series
before conducting further analysis.
If we assume the final IPI model to be VARMA (1, 1), then
 ( B ) IPI t  C   ( B)a t can be simplified as follows:
I   ( B ) IPI t  ( I   B ) a t

All the elements of its matrix and vectors are as follows:
 1 0 0  11 12 13    ASI1t   1 0 0  11 12 13    a1t 

 
 
 
 
  
 0 1 0   21 22 11  B   ESI 2t    0 1 0    21  22  23  B   a2t 

 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
  
 0 0 1  31 32 33    NASI 3t   0 0 1   31 32 33    a3t 

The parameters of the equation above ij and ij demonstrate how the i series are affected by the j series. Simultaneously, this matrix can also be used as the principle equation
of this study, through which we can determine relationships
among the IPI’s subindices.
To determine the autoregressive characteristics of the IPI,
our study employs the partial autoregression matrix proposed
by Tiao and Box (1983), and the extended cross-correlation matrix methods proposed by Liu et al. (2004-2005). Furthermore,
on the basis of the aforementioned methods, we can undertake
a smallest canonical correlation analysis (SCAN) to create a
mixed VARMA model for a vector time series. SCAN is not
only able to identify which model to use but also can identify
the order of the VARMA. When selecting the appropriate models to use in any time series analysis, we commonly apply
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the ASI, ESI, and NASI trends.

Akaike’s Information Criterion or Schwartz’s Bayesian Criterion Schwartz’s as model selection references (Akaike, 1973;
Schwarz, 1978). The judging standard of these two criteria is
that a smaller value represents a more favorable performance
of the model (Hamilton, 1994; Liu et al., 2004; Liu et al.,
2005).

IV. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
This study uses the ASI, ESI, and NASI from June 2, 2000
to July 27, 2012 as series variables, with 635 pieces of cyclical
data per series. The ASI on June 5, 2008, the ESI on May 19,
2008, and the NASI on May 22, 2008 were at their historical
highs of 19,687, 11,345, and 6,743, respectively. When indices that have reached high points are subjected to the shock of
a financial crisis, they can experience an enormous drop, as
shown in Fig. 1. If the dropped values are further compared to
the ten-year average and variance values, the index drop becomes highly perceptible. After the 2008 bull market, the
indices have now returned back to their fundamental levels.
The ASI, ESI, and NASI trend diagrams in Fig. 1 show an
average value of 152.52 at a standard deviation of 58.37 for
the ASI, 148.95 at 40.10 for the ESI, and 139.18 at 47.87 for
the NASI. Fig. 1 shows that the trends were moving upward
for the ASI, ESI, and NASI before 2008; they then reached
historical highs of 325.97 on July 25, 2008 for the ASI, and
264.14 on August 22, 2008 for the ESI and NASI. After the
financial tsunami, the ASI, ESI, and NASI dropped to the
bottom of the wave band in May 2009 before stabilizing over
time as the economy began to recover. The IPI was again
affected by the financial tsunami and reached the bottom of the
band in February 2009; by contrast, the ASI, ESI, and NASI
began to move upward again and remained stable over time as
the economy began to recover.
Overall, economic variables are mostly nonstationary series
(Nelson and Plosser, 1982), and the ASI, ESI, and NASI series
analyzed in this study are only some of the overall economic
variables. Before conducting the VARMA estimation, this
study performs a unit root test on each variable to verify that
the series are in stable conditions. After passing the unit root
test, the series undergo the causality test; otherwise, only
co-integration between the variables would be verified (Engle
and Granger, 1987). To smooth out the ASI, ESI, and NASI
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Table 3. Results of SCAN.
Q:
0:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

ASI
ESI
NASI
with Constant and trend
-4,32*
-4.08*
-3.98*
Note: The significance level of the ADF test threshold value at 1% (*),
5% (**), and 10% (***) are -3.97, -3.42, and -3.13, respectively.

0
Χ
Χ
0
Χ
Χ
Χ
0

1
Χ
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
Χ
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
Χ
Χ
Χ
0
0
0
0

4
Χ
Χ
0
0
0
0
0

5
Χ
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
Χ
0
0
0
0
0
0

series and to reduce forecast errors, this study takes the logarithm of the original data and compresses its extreme data
values to facilitate subsequent analyses. The study first takes
the natural logarithm of the original series before performing
the steady-state analysis. The test results are shown in Table 2.
In this table, the results show a significance level under 5%,
indicating that the ASI, ESI, and NASI series are steady-state
series.
After SCAN graphics verification (Table 3), according to
the exact model, the optimal VARMA model for the ASI, ESI,
and NASI series should be VARMA (3, 1). Because the estimated model at the third-order parameter for the MA section
is not significant, this study uses VARMA (2, 1) as the optimal
model for analysis (Liu et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2005), which is
consistent with the simple model requirements proposed by

Lütkepohl (1985).
The accuracy of the likelihood estimation of the original
VARMA (2, 1) model is adjusted so that insignificant variables
within the equation are removed, which further streamlines the
model for improved estimation efficiency. The VARMA (2, 1)
model is the ideal model for the ASI, ESI, and NASI because
it demonstrates the existence of a two-period lagging phenomenon among the ASI, ESI, and NASI, as well as an error
correction factor. The resulting coefficients are shown in the
following matrix.

 0.509  0.884
 (0.784)  (0.039)
 
 ASI  
 ESI   149.091   0

 (1.634)   ()
 
 NASI  
 2.004  1.311

 
 (0.826)  (0.120)

0.652 
0
0.643 
 0.144


() (0.055) 
(0.046) () (0.052)  
 ASI t  2  
a 

 0
  ASIt 1 
0
0
0.940
0


 ESI t  2   

() ()  
() (0.012) ()   a ESIt 1 
 NASI t  2  
1.235
  a NASIt 1

0
0
0
0



() () 
() 
(0.122) ()

0.652 
0.112

(0.042)
() (0.061) 
 ASI t 1  

0
0
  0
 ESI t 1   
() ()  
()
 NASI t 1  


0
0.976
1.303


() (0.013) 
 (0.121)
0

Because matrix patterns cannot easily show the relationships
among variables, the matrix pattern is expanded as follows:
ASIt  0.509+0.884ASIt 1  0.652 NASIt 1  0.112ASIt 2
 0.652 NASIt 2  0.144a ASI  0.643a NASI
t 1

t 1

ESIt  149.091  0.940 a ESI

t 1

0

of two of the NASI periods. The NASI of the current period
is positively affected by its own data from the previous period
and by the data of the ASI from the previous period; it is negatively affected by the multiplier effect from the ASI because
of its lag of two periods. Empirical evidence in the study shows
that the ASI and NASI are mutually reinforcing indices with
effects that exceed that of the ESI.
The ASI, ESI, and NASI trends from 2000 to 2012, as well
as the results of this study, show the following:

NASIt  2.004  1.311ASIt 1  0.976 NASIt 1  1.303ASIt 2  1.235a ASI

t 1

This equation clearly shows the relationships among the
ASI, ESI, and NASI series, with the ASI being positively
affected by itself and by the NASI, whereas the ESI is only
affected by its own moving average (Granger, 1969). This
equation shows that the ASI of the current period is positively
affected by its own data from the previous period as well as
by the data of the NASI from the previous period. The ASI
changes because of the lag resulting from the positive effect of
two of its own previous periods as well as the negative effect

1. The relationships among the ASI, ESI, and NASI are
steady-state series that match the assumptions of time series
analysis.
2. The ASI, ESI, and NASI are indices created to reflect the
three major steel-producing regions in the world, with the
ASI and NASI having a mutually reinforcing relationship
of the bidirectional series type, whereas the ESI tends to
decouple from the ASI and NASI. This suggests that the
steel industry in the European market is close to saturation.
3. The ASI and NASI are leading steel price indices. Thus, for
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investors or shipping companies, an interpretation of the
freight rate by using the suggested ASI can be further assisted with the use of the NASI.

V. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
1. Conclusion
This study used the VARMA model to deconstruct the causal
relationships among the ASI, ESI, and NASI. The results obtained can be used to interpret and explain the freight rates
charged by shipping companies or related industries. The ultimate use of the model is in the estimation of future freight rates.
Overall, under the study’s assumptions, the ASI, ESI, and
NASI results show that the ASI and NASI are leading indices.
The main conclusions of this study include the following:

1. The VARMA model’s adjusted estimation results show that
the ASI is positively affected by itself and the NASI series,
whereas the ESI is only affected by its own moving average.
2. The VARMA theory shows that the ASI and NASI are
leading indicators. This finding suggests that the ASI and
NASI should be used by investors or shipping companies
for interpretations or predictions. The results from this study
may enable investors and relevant companies to increase
their understanding of the relative relationship between the
ASI and NASI. When the steel market is under the influence
of seasonal fluctuations or negative economic conditions,
the ASI and NASI can be used to forecast the rising market’s
freight rate so that investment strategies to minimize risks
for shipping companies can be formulated.
2. Implications for Management
The management implications of this model derive from the
dynamic effects of the ASI, ESI, and NASI, with the ASI and
NASI being the major steel price-deciding indices at present.
The pattern of their matrix can be used to understand the
mutual reinforcing relationship variables between the ASI and
NASI, with the ESI affected only by its own moving average.
This result adequately corresponds to the existing steel production pattern and method. This section of the paper shows the
main influencing coefficient factors affecting the ASI, ESI, and
NASI, one of which is related to Asia being the most frequent
steel-trading region (Chou and Lin, 2010). Because steel production and manufacturing require high energy consumption
and pollution, the matrix equation can be used to compare the
ESI between current market situations in Europe and other
regions to determine their relative weaknesses. Current European regulations on greenhouse gas emissions are relatively
stricter than those in Asia and America (Koop and Tole, 2013);
because this is relatively unfavorable for the European steel
production industry, it is relatively favorable for Asia, the region that is currently experiencing strong growth and demand.
Hence, the effect of the advanced indication of conditions by
the steel price index in these two regions is apparent. Because

developed countries and developing countries are located in
different regions with different requirements for raw materials,
coupled with the reallocation of the steel production region after
1950, steel production has decreased in Europe and America
(Ekawan et al., 2006). Since 2003, China has become one of
the largest iron ore importing countries (Clarkson, 2008).
Considering this and the active infrastructure construction in
Asia, the meaning of the matrix equation is evident.
3. Research Limitations and Recommendations
Regardless of theory or practice, the use of the ASI, ESI,
and NASI as shipping industry indices to interpret shipping
costs warrants research. As discussed previously, under appropriate assumptions, the VARMA can be used for simulation
purposes: It can obtain the ASI, ESI, and NASI for use as
reference price values for shipping companies. However, this
study had several limitations; the difficulties and limitations
and their solutions are summarized as follows:

1. Actual shipping costs are not limited to the ASI, ESI, and
NASI; the ASI, ESI, and NASI used in this study are only
three of the many indices that shipping companies can use
as reference. There are also other relevant factors that might
affect freight cost, such as oil price, shipping company alliances, and economic crises. Major companies in the shipping industry adopt dynamic shipping pricing strategies.
Other shipping companies may also influence each other.
Regardless of whether the shipping cost is set too high or too
low, these factors all lead to changes in the profits of shipping companies.
2. The data type used in this study for corresponding analysis
and estimations is cyclical. Because the VARMA model
does not take seasonal influences into account, to overcome
this problem, seasonal variations can be added to enhance
the accuracy and validity of the VARMA model.
3. The literature on the current ASI, ESI, and NASI database
remains scarce. We suggest the involvement of relevant
scholars and experts in this type of research to enhance the
basis for future applications.
4. This study only used three indices as research subjects to
estimate the causal relationships among them. Future research should include various other indices in dynamic assessments so that different influencing indices would be involved,
and common general principles could be determined as a
result of such investigations.
Investors and regular shipping companies can use the results obtained from this study by using the ASI and NASI to
predict the increase of future freight rates when the regular
shipping market is influenced by factors such as seasonal fluctuations or a poor economy. By making informed predictions,
investors and shipping companies can develop more effective
investment strategies, thereby averting the potential risks associated with shipping companies.
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